The Sky over Helsinki

Looking for a sustainable city

“At night we know these towers by their illumination in color. These yellow, red,
green, blue and white towers tell us the sector we are entering and, along the
approach, light is used to see by and give us direction in ideas of lighting in rhythm
with our speed”.
Midtown Philadelphia, Louis I. Kahn

The project “The Sky over Helsinki” researches relations and disagreements between
two different but complementary situations: static and dynamic processes. The
transformation of the historical city in the last century into a leisure and connective
space has to be replaced in Helsinki for a productive cultural space. Helsinki has
been thought as a dynamic structure where time is matter to design new intelligent
realities.
Relations between the city and the water define the Helsinki’s soul and its meanings.
Nowadays, cities are projected to become “brands for global identities”. Design
characterizes future morphological contexts and its political decisions. To project cities
as brands is to talk about identity, time and space.
Networks connecting city’s spaces are instruments for understanding its structural
functions. Diagrams and city maps depend on the shape and quality of the network. In
our proposal, Helsinki’s networks are based on its cultural background. A new policy
for cultural thought, in a sustainable way, will become the answer to future design
questions and new identity systems.
Structure of meaning has to be clarified by the relationship between citizens and city
life. There is the possibility to build a special singular place; but it is also possible to
manage the democratic tools to give architecture its real quality of representation. Here
the matter is the “dynamic perception”.
We propose the “sky” as emptiness. The democratic sky space is projected as a conflict
between the earth and the world, it gives architecture a dimension of depth that is not
exhausted on the spatial scale, but works jointly with space to manifest its void as a
possibility. It is shown as a dominion of the region of possibility. It transcends the “being
object” of architecture at the moment or stage of its apprehension by our awareness.
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We focus on dynamic diagrams of geometry which create the shape of a
structure that gives architectural design a presence.

To project the sky, a particular oriental notion has to be considered: ‘Ma’. ‘Ma’ is
the interval, specialization or field that covers space and time, interior duration as
a measure of the space of art and also of life. It is a continuous texture of reality in
which linear causality becomes a framework where space and time combine and
become equivalent. Ma is pause, silence among all the preoccupations of world
and people, continuously recreated. “Ma links us to infinity and nothingness”.

Our approach works with dynamic three-dimensional structures. The unit
forms a tensional network of visual negotiations. Geometry reinforces the
effect of chaotic order in such a way that certain “informal” elements become
structural supports for space. The visual complex of spatial interconnections
is established through the democratic sky as emptiness. The tensional
organization is based on diagrams, creating a three-dimensional connection in
which order is magnified into a labyrinth of structures on a small-object scale.

The dynamic proposal is an emptiness, a necessity, and a possibility of designing
architecture. Nowadays it is not possible to design cities working on the basis of
city centers and their representations; and it is also impossible to focus on the
city’s surroundings and limits. Silence and emptiness are the way to reconstruct
the contemporary city as a spatial exchange of matter and mind on behalf of
cultural life.

Shape, like a dynamic diagram, absorbs the standard economical elements
through history and its poetry. The story for the new Helsinki is a voyage
through public and private architecture and prevailing developments in
cultural life structures.

The Sky becomes a shape. The construction of Helsinki is like an endless chess
game. It has no limits although it does have space, particularly at night. There is
no apparent center or order. It is a chaotic description.
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//context
“The project should be such that at any given moment in the time
it should have the same aspirations as in its final state. Its form is
continuously being built.”
Hyperminimals, Federico Soriano

Today, Helsinki is experiencing great development and wants to present itself
to the world as a contemporary city, trying to stand out from other Nordic
and European cities. Among other strategies, the capital of Finland has chosen
culture as a major insignia of the city. In fact, with this objective the competition
for the new Guggenheim Museum was launched in June 2014. Surely this new
cultural container will help the city to gain international recognition and attract
more tourism. However, we think that Helsinki should not miss the opportunity
to undertake a project that encourages the existing artistic and cultural
infrastructure of the city.
Helsinki usually appears in the top positions of the rankings of the most liveable
cities in the world. Part of this success is due to the quality of its urban space:
parks, vegetation, cleanliness, accessibility, security, relation with water... We
want to give prominence to this public space that characterizes Helsinki and
pour upon it all the cultural excitement of the city.
//objective
The sky is the most democratic space in the city: it serves all, and is produced
by all alike. The image of citizens breathing in and out, feeding and being fed by
the sky reflects the idea that we want to transfer into the culture.
Our goal is to create a new artwork for the city that finds on the pre-existing
its reason for being and converts culture into the protagonist of the urban
experience, adding value and identity to the city.

The sky is the most democratic space in the city...
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//pre-existing

The Sky over Helsinki

The project is not intended to create something out of nothing, but work with the pre-existences and be inspired by them. In this sense, we discovered that three
main layers are already shaping Helsinki’s sky...
pre-Physical

pre-Virtual

In Helsinki the pedestrians
are under a web of wires
that follow them everywhere.
The cable net is of great
significance in the urban
image of the city, and it is
part of its identity.

cathedral

We find great inspiration in
this urban element.

kalevankatu

mannerheimintie

railway station

south harbor

The Helsinki Urbanflow
project exploits the relationship
between physical and virtual
space, providing real-time
and
augmented
reality
information. This initiative
is interesting because of its
enormous potential to enrich
the urban experience.

connected citizen**

connected city*

pre-Phenomenolofical

democratic sky

connected sky*

urban device*

Due to its unique meteorology
and
bath
rituals,
phenomenology becomes very
important in Helsinki.

blurring sky

personal device*
*Urbanflow project
**OpenAhjo project

Phenomenology is changing,
dynamic,
evolutionary,
chaotic... and this character
marks the experience of the
urban space.

protagonist sky

magnificent sky

enjoyable sky

...we want to rethink, reshape, connect, promote and give value to this existing reality. Therefore, our proposal will also consist of three celestial layers: the Physical,
static and controlled; the Virtual, dynamic and invisible; and the Phenomenological, chaotic and experiential...
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//proposal

The Sky over Helsinki
We create a Sky that manifests the cultural excitement of the city through the superposition
of three different layers: Physical, Virtual, and Phenomenological.
The Sky highlights the qualities of the existing cultural infrastructure and connects cultural
exciters: cultural bodies, artists, citizens, and visitors.
It is a great work of art built by all that celebrates, promotes
and features Helsinki as a cultural agitator.

Physical layer
The Physical layer emulates the existing web of wires and
evolves from it. The cable network is born from the top of
the facades to connect the buildings to each other.

Virtual layer
The Virtual layer informs the cultural agents and
is informed by them. This information related to
cultural activity in the city guides the behaviour of the
Phenomenological layer.

The Physical layer incorporates celestial devices that will
be responsible for the emergence of the Phenomenological
layer.

This invisible layer is experienced through personal and
urban devices and thanks to the application created by
the Urbanflow Helsinki project. Our intervention consists
in adding cultural information to this application.

The structures on the facades can be used as digital
media for disseminating information from the Virtual
layer by the cultural bodies.

The cultural agents receive real-time information about
the cultural excitement of the city (smart information).
Moreover, citizens and visitors experience is enriched by
receiving information in the form of augmented reality
(augmented information).

The cables may support other devices: CO2, noise, light,
movement meters... Different local groups are claiming
the convenience of obtaining this type of information from
the urban space to enable the mapping of urban quality.
Phenomenological layer
The Phenomenological layer reflects all the cultural
excitement of the city on the urban space. Its performance
is guided by the information from the Virtual layer, which
results in sensitive information.
We use coloured smoke to attract the attention of citizens
and visitors to the different cultural agitators of the city.
The artificial Phenomenology dependent on cultural
conditions overlays the natural phenomenology
dependent on atmospheric conditions.

Section
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//strategy

The Sky over Helsinki
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//aerial view

The Sky over Helsinki
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//sections

The Sky over Helsinki

The cables now celebrate their presence in a more radical way...
...and at the same time the smoke becomes the phenomenological protagonist of the sky and the city.

The red colour gives the new Sky a greater presence contrasting with the existing sky...

... and thus establishing an interesting relationship between natural and artificial in the city.
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//urban image

The Sky over Helsinki
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//floor plan

The Sky over Helsinki
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//movements

The Sky over Helsinki
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//dynamic model

The Sky over Helsinki
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